
Right Reporter® Infrastructure

Designed for professional software developers, Avman’s Infrastructure tools provide a range of features to suit 
individual needs.

    Right Reporter Infra-Right 

Infra-Right contains the basic building blocks to quickly 
build any reporting application.

 The basic building blocks include several high-
productivity JSP tags such as  the Report Tag which 
allows developers to embed any complex report within 
specific applications by utilizing a simple tag. Infra-Right 
is to be used  in conjunction with a JSP Engine such as 
the  Jakarta-Tomcat or J2EE environments such as 
WebSphere or WebMethods.

    Right Reporter Portlet 

Reporting Portlet includes the Infra-Right and a JSR# 
168 compliant Portlet Interface. This allows software 
developers to include Right Reporter reports into any 
portal software such as Vignette. Right Reporter also 
bundles Apache Corp.’s JetSpeed portal software as a 
tool for basic development requirements.

Reporting Portlet requires the Right Reporter software 
to be pre-installed. It can also co exist with the Right 
Reporter J2EE version.

    Right Reporter J2EE

Right Reporter J2EE is the Right Reporter – Enterprise 
Version customized to a specific meta-database. It is 
deployed using the standard deployment tools of any 
J2EE Engine. One such port on WebSphere supports 
over 100,000 users.

Right Reporter Infra-Right

>  Includes Right Reporter features, plus:
> Fast development tools to develop web based 
applications

Right Reporter Portlet

>   Includes Right Reporter Infra-Structure, plus:
> JSR#168 compliant Portlet interface for your 
choice of portal software (Web Logic Portal, 
WebSphere Portal, Vignette)

Right Reporter J2EE

>   Right Reporter customized to fit into your choice 
of J2EE Engine (WebLogic, WebSphere, iPlanet)
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For more information, contact: 
Avman Systems Inc., Phone: (703) 644  8050, Fax: (810) 963-5242, Email: info@avman.net

High productivity tool: The above lines of Right Reporter 
Infrastructure code shown above are equivalent to a hundreds 
of lines written in most other programming language.


